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Astrocytes Help Cholecystokinin
Convert LTD to LTP
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The hypothalamus is the chief regulator of
body homeostasis, such as the balance be-
tween food intake and energy expendi-
ture. Numerous peptides contribute to
this regulation, including cholecysto-
kinin. Cholecystokinin is secreted into the
circulation by the gut, and it is also pro-
duced locally in the hypothalamus and
other brain areas. When injected into the
dorsomedial nucleus of the hypothalamus
(DMH), cholecystokinin suppresses feed-
ing. Although the molecular and cellular
mechanisms underlying this effect are un-
clear, Crosby et al. previously showed that
applying cholecystokinin to brain slices
enhanced release of nitric oxide (NO)
from DMH neurons, and this promoted
GABA release from presynaptic terminals.
They now report that cholecystokinin also
regulates long-term plasticity of GABAer-
gic synapses in DMH through a presynap-
tic mechanism, but with astrocytes acting
as intermediaries.

In the absence of exogenous chole-
cystokinin, high-frequency stimulation of
DMH afferents in brain slices leads to
long-term depression (LTD) of GABAer-
gic IPSC amplitude without affecting the
paired-pulse ratio (PPR) or coefficient of
variation (CV)—two measures of presyn-
aptic neurotransmitter release. In the
presence of cholecystokinin, however,
stimulation of DMH afferents resulted in
long-term potentiation (LTP) of IPSC
amplitude, decreases in PPR and CV, and
an increase in the frequency of spontane-
ous IPSCs, suggesting GABA release was
enhanced. These effects were mediated by
activation of the cholecystokinin receptor
CCK2R. Unlike the potentiation of GABA
release induced by cholecystokinin appli-
cation alone, however, the LTP induced
by high-frequency stimulation in the pres-
ence of cholecystokinin did not rely on
NO. Instead, it required activation of the
metabotropic glutamate receptor mGluR5,
production of ATP in astrocytes, and activa-
tion of P2X purinergic receptors on presyn-

aptic terminals. Exogenous cholecystokinin
also increased the amplitude and frequency
of calcium transients in DMH astrocytes.
Notably, application of an ATP analog
mimicked the effect of cholecystokinin on
synaptic potentiation, PPR, and CV.

These results suggest that cholecysto-
kinin somehow primes astrocytes so that
activation of astrocytic mGluR5 during
high-frequency afferent stimulation leads
to release of ATP. ATP then acts on P2X
receptors in nearby GABAergic terminals,
enhancing GABA release. The molecular
mechanisms underlying astrocyte priming
and what role this plasticity has in the regu-
lation of feeding remains to be investigated.

Combined Effects of Neuromodulators
May Be Hard to Predict
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Neuromodulators regulate the excitability
and synaptic properties of neurons, thus al-
tering network function. Neurons typically
express receptors for numerous neuro-
modulators, but the signaling pathways ac-
tivated by these receptors can converge on
the same final effectors. Much has been
learned about the signaling pathways and
effectors activated by individual neuro-

modulators in various neuron types. But
neurons are typically exposed to multiple
neuromodulators simultaneously, and few
studies have examined the combined effects
of multiple modulators. Therefore, Li et al.
investigated the effects of two neuropeptides
on neurons in the stomatogastric ganglion
of crabs.

The stomatogastric ganglion contains 30
readily identifiable neurons that fire in dif-
ferent patterns to produce distinct motor
patterns in the presence of different neuro-
modulators. Li et al. focused on the effects of
proctolin and crustacean cardioactive pep-
tide(CCAP)onthevoltage-gated,modulator-
activated inward current IMI in lateral
pyloric (LP) neurons and on the synaptic
connections between LP and pyloric dila-
tor (PD) neurons. They first measured the
effects of various concentrations of each
modulator individually, then used this in-
formation to predict the combined effects
of the modulators, assuming the individ-
ual effects simply added linearly until
reaching saturation. Finally, they mea-
sured the actual effects of modulator
combinations, and asked how well these
measurements matched their predictions.

Both modulators enhanced IMI in LP,
and both strengthened synapses from LP to
PD. When the modulators were applied to-
gether, the combined effect on LP-to-PD
synapses closely matched what was pre-
dicted by the linear-summation rule. This
was also true for PD-to-LP synapses, al-
though the fit was not as good. For IMI,
however, the linear-summation rule was a
poor predictor of the combined effect of
CCAP and proctolin, especially when the
concentration of one modulator was low. In
most cases, the combined response was
lower than predicted. Additional modeling
indicated that such sublinear summation
might result from inhibition between the
signaling pathways.

These results show that there is no uni-
versal rule for predicting the combined ef-
fects of two neuromodulators based on their
individual effects: in fact, the rules can differ
even for two effectors in the same cell. Al-
though this makes life harder for neurosci-
entists, it greatly expands the ability of
nervous systems to generate different out-
puts with a limited set of modulators.
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In the presence of exogenous cholecystokinin, high-frequency
stimulationofDMHafferents(attimeindicatedbyarrow)induced
LTP of IPSCs (red). Without cholecystokinin, similar stimulation
induced LTD (blue). See Crosby et al. for details.
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